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OCK Air iiaui to es Blue Key on Sale thiiers to Spar
louring Casaba Interval
Personnel Safety Plan ,to
’
By JACKIE ERICKSON
Movement of all college personnel to places of safety in event
of an air raid will be tested next week. The Defense and Disaster I
committee is in charge of the test plan.

Fewer than 700 copies of
Blue Key student directory remain
be sold after yesterday’s
newed sales campaign, says ChB
publicits.,
Majersik,
Key
Blue
All basketball fans who witness forUght’s game a+ the San Fran "The directories will i cisco Cow Palace between the SJS Spartans and the USF Doe’s are
chairman.
i
be on sale again today, under the lin
store for a special treat.
Library arch and in front of thei
;
Two Spartan pugilists. George Coakley and Darrel! Dulles, will
’
Morris Dailey auditorium for 35.
s.0T.,, spar during the halt time intermission and demonstrate the finer
See
cents," Majersik said.
points of Coach Lee Portal’s r;r.q teachings.
This special feature
and picture on page 3.1

Students and personnel in upstairs rooms will be moved down stairs and into such concrete buildings as the Library, the Women’s
4
gym, the Science building base-0.--- arranged by th. SJS Rally
:ain’t tee
ment, and the home economies ’
Coach Vt’alt Ste Pherson’ yambuilding, according to Wilbur
tot aill get musical support
Hubbard, men’s athletics director
Irons Ilte college band, directed
and chairman of the Defense anti
tee’.fr. Robert t Want. :and eihal
tipport from three. spartan teil
Disaster committee.
leaders, Johnny it. tend. 7. 1./"Oue committee is working in 1
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
rie ( bavornr. and lor Thotniet
conjunction with the city of San i
1;.,
s;
1
Jose’ defense group headed Is
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Lester Keaton," Mr. Hubbard do.
1VorItiestiay rt,: :II
Rail., e
dared.
UP ROCND1P
motes.
He also said that real air raid
shot... twine.:
warnings would come from the
,,i-chairtni.ii .1(1111111k
.4tudimis
in
I%
draft
city’s siren system and the all 1)ictiati.Aiii. $.111 be a musical
t on
st nua,ntair a sat...entitled. "Just For Laueb, ’
clear from a portable generator.
factory grade as erage
It %ill include sett tat skits f,,.
Plans for purchasing new sirens
piete the college
ear. A. -cordtill tg nunthers of the hozinT and
Joe li. West, dram ..1
ing to
were disclosed after a recent test
WASHINGTON,
basketball teams. The producte ii
Jan.
18 All
udents.
st
proved some barely audible.
as outlined lit l’intti and tar
organized reserves and most air
"i"’ aterage is considered
national guard wings will be called
son, %sin "open an the future loos
The committee has been working back Sc) the present."
into the Air Force between March satisfactory. Re -torch, of draft ing on this plan all fall and has
eligible students aith an :Ise1 and May 15. The call will affect
Short arts aill inciide a colused some of the ideas from the
last quarter a little. lower
rage
a total of 150,000 men.
legiate ,tersion of -laughter
defense group during World War
The Air Force already had than "C’’ ail! be examined item Tenth Asenue" and a skit by A
mittee.
called up 50,000 individual reserve day by the Personnel c
II, Hubbard said.
campus. soreirilt.
itte. ail! deride if
Th..
officers
while
attempting
to
mobi"W. holly, To vointact the popula
All areas of the campus have
lize a 100-group Air Force by each student shall be allotted to Trace Ile is
quaiitut for Ito
been studied, plans drawn up, and
complete the coll.-g.’ sear or be
1953.
shou ’
l’eot ii
report, d.
reported to the draft board as
the first tryout will be sometime
The Air Force, meanwhile, an
I nose %. plan to hat.. a full sa.,a1
next week, according to Hubbard.
flounces that it is planning large- WA longer capable of doing sathe It orchestra. including string se, The program of directions will
the factor), evillege stork.
scale maneuvers to test
!lion," he added.
be published in the Spartan Dads
Western United States’ air deAll students who art interehted
and all teachers and personnel
tense.
9
n helping out should attend the
will’ have a mimeographed copy of
BILL HUBBARD
tics*
Rally enntmat tee nal ettnit
it."
Draft 111-Vear-Olds
Wednesday in Room 24 at 7-34.1 m.
Hubbard cautioned that the
WASHINGTON Appearing he(onstruction of tv.t. "spuplan may not work as expected
fore the Senate Preparedness
tum Tunis". papier mache heads
and must be tried out. He said
committee, Selective Service Disimilar to "Sir. spartan".
cur
Immunization "shots" against
that plans for scheduling certain
’ rector Lewis B. Hershey urged ap- influenza will be offered to NIL/ really being done under the diclasses or groups to places of
proval of drafting 18-year-olds to dents, faculty and other college
rection of Mr. Merida!! testers of
safety will vary with the number
I enable the nation to fans a critical employes on Tuesday, Jan. 3,1. the .tirt depart me lit. Barba
of students and personnel conthe
"Aspects of Defense in
period of "possible...* war.
1.0U Turner IN in .11.4rge at A
Miss Margaret Twombly, head ,t
centrated in one area.
an Atomic Attack" will DAILY ONE
the health and hygiene depart- rommiftre a...e.ttnr. in the pr.."Not everyone will fit into all Event of
-it.
ment. announced yesterday. This se
the relatively safe places," Hob_ be the topic of discussion when
1111 li
I
A/
immunization is not a part of the
bard said, "but the tests will be Dr. Andrew Guthrie, former San
i
program announced earlier this contrnt t te
made as closely. as possible to a oJsc State college instructor. re %seek as a part ot the campus de- Wortrit-,i.
time when there is the largest
turns for an address Monday eve\
I .1
tense and disaster eomnitte. ’s
concentratn of students on camactin it ies.
ning.
A Honolulan will be on the San
;
rei.sons wishing to take II u.n-pie’
The talk, which is under the
Members of the committee are
Jose State. college campus today. fluenza "shot" may sign up foi
;
Ed Thompson. college business sponsorship of The SJS branch of
manager in charge of funds for the Institute of Radio Engineers, He is Dr. John F. Fox, president on the bulletin board just outsidv
the committee, Miss Margaret will he present.d in 5112 of the of Punahou School on the Ha- the Health office and they will hi.
asked to pa) a 50 cent tee for thc
Twombly of the Health office, Natural Science building, at 8 p.m. waiian Islands,
immunization on Jan. 311. also at
Raw. :
Dr. Guthrie is presenti.e the &sWillard Schmidt in charge of PoDr. Fox is scheduled to nu.set the Health office.
’I.., says 41 ,I1,
S. Naval
lice School cooperation, and Low- siatant head ot the
students who are gradMiss TWOMbly Says that the in- des and like rmid
oil Pratt. of the Journalism de- Radiological Dcfense laboratory in Spartan
n
San Francisco. Before coming to uates of his school in the Studvnt fluenza outbreak in England r.se,
partment in charge of publicity.
;el tni
spread of the dise;...
Fee
int. r swat,
iesult
Other members are Byron Boll- Washington Square in 1919. the Union at 1:30 p.m.
there iS
Tee
After this visit, Dr. Fox will to this country. The "shot- be ing
Inger, supervisor of buildings and scientist worked on the cyclotron
b011 0,4(111.
grounds in charge of providing project at the University of Cali - confer with college officials before. ollered by !be college Is w...ainIt
in flee’ Alps. If fiii can’t rralc. at I.
shelter. Miss Irene Palmer of the fornia campus. He left his campus continuing his trip to various edu- the type of "flu" now pre-,alent
Women’s gym, and Dave Down, duties last year to assume his cational institutions in ot he’ r England. Immunization for it does ear mei’ tte ten-kern-I Iii i. - Nice
e
.^anoreng on San (’silo.
not last more than a fens
states.
present position.
ASB president.

artan Bail
AAF Will Call
Reserve Units

tttention I. Men!

Influenza ’Shots
Will Be Offered

Former SJS Prof
To Speak Monday

Dr. John F. Fox
istis JS Campus

The Weather

Health Head Urges Students’ Immunization
By CLIFF MAJERSIK

"In the time of disaster, one
can’t overstress the. tattle of immunizations to the population,"
commented Miss Margaret TWOMbly, director of the student Health
service vesterdav in a dblellaa100
of the college- immunization program.
"If a bombing should Oreur,
1114141/414 wouild spread and only
liv
those people Immune
safe. The water supply and sew’erage’ ’systems might be disrupted
and contamination of the watee
supplies could be expected." Misr
Toornhly said.
The Health office is offering the’
civilian defense immunization pro
grant sue a service to the students
faculty and employees of the college. The "shots" to be incinded
are smallpox, diphtheria. totatitiz
and typhoid-paratypheid.
Today will be the last opportunity to sign-up for the program
Mime Twombly timid. A charge of7:1 cents to voter part of thee’ expense must be paid at the Grad-

and the aater supply %%wild he fteeeerer.es tee :smarm At a time of
%rr) ignnable after a irombitt: rat:e*tropise," aeroe.lInc to Mi.^
"Thar. ,,,re jaggy, reand. ecoiroequently . anyone also Fu,,,,,
skater quirements for tier persatlenee of
contaminated
the
Miss Taombly rates tetanus as uses
gee111
virvallpox
:
tie.the Most important of all the im- %%mild be liable to this infect ’on. Nahlitp..t
1"....pir may
44
be ps
munizations. The organim is riPf
Persons might take the precautog. lb r in close quarter.
preoent in the soil and any amine! tions to boil their drinking water. erostd
to smittpa.s.
that becomes vontaminsted nut) but ignore the wafer the, use for While not immune
s,tae. the germ usuAlt is pre -ant
allow th. germ to enter the body. terueehing their teeth, and in VI dieand the r. Is a likehhneed of the
At a time of a disaster, bombing ing lo.e.ime
r.,ty led rifirlet.’rs in a .11,...tr
people
%%mild
ter
toromdco.
b.
"Smallpox I. nnr of the first t11, tki.e. thing 1" ti" i4 to toe 11r1finded and would lie targets for
111:10livil Ai...Alin...I the disease.%minfection. The relief viorkers also
Of
-11Iptetherta ea,1% is traroelerred
Applications for two repre- might he wounded and would be
iseeson to azo,t her at an’.
Inc..
sentative-at-large positions en the as "susceptible ay anyone. else 11
Motion polities wi’re taker of thmee.- Ate
Student Activities board will be the, were not inunualted," ..h.
the Washington statM;an Jose
"All the. db.. as.’-’ .err a hat h.
accepted in the ASH office until , said.
state college boxing matches last Wen-ltifortri. i p’r-e.n nonlel
noon, Tuesday, Jan. 23, accordine , The disease is easy to pet’s cal
teeing
1.
sr
considered
night and Sr.’
-1 "on,
Inortesenire-ol
to [Aid Spolyar, senior represents- to actiie immunization. hot it
a San Fran- 61% (-oral fff ! f .!
rarely Is treated tereeviffilly if it possible showing ()%
tive.
seetafft.ey iiiii lithral.on
Applicants must hold an ASB tonere detelops In an ernergeoey, cisco television station.
!roe,
This announcement wos made - ’lied for Ti.. sal.,,.
card. Meetings of the Student , immunization sadistanees and the
to I
Ft"
iii. clonll
Activities board are held Thins- medical personneh are hard to this morning by Dann) Hill, ath- 18
shot. 1.er diphilitr.it .001 let:411i,
days, at 10:45 a.m., so students rend tee administer it, .hr corn - letic new,, director.
Negotint,ms are being made Li, wilt he gi%en on Jan. 25 and Mar.
should take this into consider- mented.
Miss Twemblx listed typhoid as an unknown television station, it G. 11.4 II doses il-e
ation before applying.
01
The- three
Representatives will be chosen the second In Importance in the , sponsor and Spartan officials.
The pictures were taken last tphrolol still 10.141%.-11 cn 44111,1,4,41s
A
"short
by the Student Council at next immunization series.
Fridats. Feb. tee, IS, mad 23.
; circuit" between a sewerage line night by Villtani do, Diego.
Tuesday’s regular meeting.

mite Manager’s off.ee today.
. "I would like to See 11.4 man)
people 31 possible take advantage
01 1.111a immunization program.’
she. said.
Miss Twombly thought th overused raying "in time of [ware pre’
pare’ for war" Is appropriate to
the- present situation.
The Director of the Student

.
ice V acantiss

Health ....mice neat on to ct.’.ecrlIs
the probabilities of these dieleases
occurring, at a tint.. of disaster.

Take Ring Movies
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Comics Cause
No Ill Effect
I)r. Kilbv Says
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Editorials
A Voice That Bears Heeding
T..)7Jai the. American people are attempting, in that di:organized
manner peculiar to democracy, to arrive at a plain best suited to combat the spread of world Communism. Of al! those who have presented solutions to the situation, it seems the only one man has gone
to the root of the problem. That man is Chet Huntley, CBS news
analyst.
recent broadcast, Mr. Huntley made some observations that
In
boar repeating. He pointed out the salient fact that Americans, in
their seal to stop the spread of Communism, apparently have over-

RUSHEES

D. DOLIF. WISE
!Ed. ante: This In the first in
erie dealing aith ensure
stripe and "ratan hooks; their
satire., merits, ctrawhaeks and
effect upon reader...I

Ps.owe deny by am imsaalmed Illoames et Sea hew Woe musge. swum terawsee was
emseseelline nese
hawses IssAwls s woutse err seer ess Mae esilee eau ems
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estiliearcees Ii1s (11193l ea
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.-,x!. -dressed women, deep problems in mercy killings. end Prize
fighters being led astriss by young
Russian ladies in distress are a
tar cry front the sort of thing
rrorst youngsters want to read in
smics. Or Richard Kathy, assist .n oaschology, said
.ritsr.iew this week.
ae,ssier then that 60 per
ci nt
o; ad cornie strip readers in
the rn:ted S’.ates are adults or
aduess’
Dr. Kahl 90)* he End. it
hard to read the c.otnies, to hi,.
Ifs e-s.ar-old daughter, Ann. 110"a
e in a n rt from hr.
earn gr t the hom,,,r
hue:, %tier and teirdo. 3.1," hi.
said. Dr. filltis indicated that
the., to strip. :ire ones he
eoreeider tunnler than most.
1.-k Tracy he called streots sad. Ten) and the Pirates and
Joe Palooka, he called slanted
aif4 definitely propagandized.
Do comic books really cause any
effect on youngsters. and
adults. too? Are they harmful?
I" En’s. doesn t seem to think

-Something new has happened in China and is happening all
over the world. Miserable, dirty, illiterate Arabs. Indians, Indonesians,
Indochinese and Chinese . . . all ere restless They’re growir,g intensely nationalistic. They want farms to work; they know there is a
way to feed their half-starved children.
people in 175 short years could we so forget our own
How as
past? We are the children of revolution against oppression. We revolted against colonialism, against business interests of England determined to monopolize the opportunities that existed here. Yet 175
trar., later ee’ve forgotten if to the ’stunt that we can’t understand
wolly rsvoLi5ion orur in other counfr:es. And while we stare in dislief. th. Coi--!*iL.n..fs walk ;n. Mr. Huntley fees that. we right welt study the methods the
Sc., et Union has used in winninej millions of Asiatics to its banner
bc;-.ri_. committing all our eggs into one military basket.
It requires pr-)oagandato let these revolutionary peoples know
war
we mean, Fir
mean: washing OW 11011C111 Of
abo-re all,
lard, dictators, opprento:s arid political crook wit.) her, Lern re to these p, opkes for eractly what they are.
,
Wr, must find out whet it k the people want; we muxt er!ist
l,elp
bed
covprration. we must see that the refo-in; ar2 c
their

:Nt

s

"Perhaps you’d be interested in Theta Mu Sigma?"

THRUST and PARRY
Whodunit?
i war Tin ust and Parry:
Who stole my book? This qUesDon has, no doubt. been asked by
many students at SJS before.
The lihraiy hall shelves for
’,storing book’s are cons eniently located and much used by students.
Returning 20 minutes after leaving an "Introduction to Economics" by Morgan in these shelves, I
found it gone.
That such dishonesty exists is
obvious, but the toleration of such
dishonesty is beyond my comprehension. Grant ed that certain
texts are expensive and that some
students find themselves in financial straits, it would seem that
they fail to reahze that stealing
from someone else means that
someone must pay twice for the
same text.
To say that SJS students condone such actions is foolish, since
we know they don’t. Their mere
indifference to such forms of dishonesty makes it easy for such
incidents to occur and even gets
Ii, the point where dishonesty is
backhandedly encouraged.
Martin,I1, LeFevre
ASH 5128
! Relief IOn

Deur Thrusand
tu
Parry:
Having caught up on homework
and. noting a dearth of talent on
ITV. I feel prompted to write re
tha editorial of Monday. Jan,. 15,
in which "R.J." reviles "semi.
HICHARO
ii .sterical" criticism of our nats,i; - l,aders.
Th,
;,. own
; ’i’ we should react dully
;ll ’
- excitement to the
and It; r. I’ -1.’
oaimmtk_i.r
ici-lity trial and error ’Or ,lgn
of our government.
It is encouraging to hear 1h-! cslm voico of Chet Huntley filter
he sa it Iii’. h 11-4 may-be that is thy
"American
4’nr,e,-111 the snoed and th. Lry that meets our ears today. It is to be
i:;
..ho will be able to hear his voice I’ s ’-’1’ ’ ’’’" is ’h’’’’’’r most ’’’’’er Spirit" in the world et the atom
it Arnr-ri.,s -, col c
GeI
bomb: II -bomb, God -knows -what R.J.
It r,,nlas laiolts can d, %atop
next bomb
10 be amazed at
hesIts,er aorttashile thirties good
I fir the child’s mind, they serve to nothing.
i
Science has gi v en humanity,
mest the child’s needs at that time
forces enough to destroy the!
A recent editorial in a Sin Jose newspaper pointed out the :n his growth, Dr. Kilby indicated. world. Our present-day politics
the merits as pictorial
p7.,sent disgraceful attitude of many of America’s big and little lausi- Ile
are giving humanity a fair assin quality, shiest satisfaction of
nesse toward men of draft age or reserve status.
ance that these forces will I,
,magination and illustration of the
utilized. There should he no cause
Many concerns, noting that a man is subject to the draft, or is %eorld
of funtass
for awe to top that one unless I.
in the Army. Navy or Air force reserve, will not give him a job regard( mole. 1474E40 don’t rigor- right hi’ that a stumbling, letter-wro
less of his qualifications
out and hot the reader in the , ing, ex -peddler of fedoras blithels
December graduates, especially, have collided with this shameful
lace. Intead, their hunt,, r is treadles a broken-down Missouri
situation. College graduates. %ulster.* to calls from the services, are so subtle, Hr. Kith> feels, that
player piano with a torn roll, acsitting at home. unemployed ’-iecause businesses will not take the time
kids just don’t catch en. :Is li-t
compamed by a Congress, each
, of the humor in toordo is subtle member of which strums an asses.
co i,ffort to train them.
jaw bone
the whole concerto
These businesses, ai.nough they may not know it, are applying althwigh a lid of raormesie
tuna:. humor Is apparent at the being wafted’ to the ears of 1711)
ft’, leverage which is forcing men into the service before they ordi
tiro rending.
million people in whose hands lies
narily would be called.
-Comws. can only reflect the the salvation of the world.
Many graduates, expecting to be drafted in the future, would
,:lines of our culture." Dr. Kilby
Would that God stays Lenin’s
prefer to work until called, so that they could add experience which Said. America today is beset nith feculent prodigy in his attempt to
would be of value in year; to come. They are thwarted, however, by iiaring apart the communist phil- set a new men’s record for swimconcerns which do not realize that these men soon may be in uniform, osophy and the corms reflect this ming the English channel until
!attitude by /lasing Terry chasing our next national election. This
fighting to preserve each and every American.
commies instead of pirates."
is not being hysterical, but, rather.
1
But they are pictorial, they do pr act i ca I. Of course, "R.J."
Isateifs the sheer imagination. and couldn’t put this, the truth, in his
, the> do transmit the reader into editorial. He’d have no rest until
The -old timers.- meaning anyone older than 30 on the Spartan
i the world of fantasy: and on the Hearst’s minions implanted him
campus, remember the era when the average college student confined
iwhole they are harmless: so kids- in their virulent dung -hill of senhis thoughts to dates and homework and cared little about the rest of , and "grown-up" kids will probably sationalisns
the world.
i go on reading them, according tot
George Emerson
ASH 4315
That era has no present reference to ctileges, however, and often ’thi psychologist
is not seen in many of today’s high schools. The average college student has taken an intensive interest in S:niiang. Mulden and Draft iBav Area Transit Plans Under Way.
14,Ard 61
SACRAMENTO, Jan 17 (UP) -- I blyman from each of the nine
Although this attitude undoubtedly is beneficial to America, it A group of nine Bay Area Sena- counties, one member from each
has caused an unremitting strain on many students. Worried about tors today proposed a K50.000 ap- county hoard of supervisors. and
the international situation and their college future, numerous Spar- propriation lip get studies of an 16 pris ate citizens amounted Ii.i,
tans have worked themselves into a confused state which has forced authorized Bay Area metropolitan the counts supervisors
rapid transit district underway
Another bill was introduced Ii
some to "Irop college and others to consider if.
A commissionot 44 persons the Sart* group to elinimate the
In today’s world, individuals must condition themselves to fake would include the state directors veto power of eight
cities in Ali,
ea-.7.1s day as it comes. Those who fret over possibilities soon will find of public storks and finance, the meda county with regard to t1111,
themselves in the psychiatric ward.
I state senator and MLI1101- asserts - districts operation.

it

Diigraceful Attitude

Conditioning Is Necessary

oirlr

Democracy?
Ifi-ar Thrust and Parry:
The attack of the ASB Council
upon various organizations of this
college for failure to comply with
regulations leaves one with the
feeling that there is something
to be desired within the leading
organization of the college. It is
not the attack, but the method
bs which it is being conducted.
I speak, not for the ’other- oi.ganizations, but for the Interns Donal Relations club.
The Council and Court -hasproceeded in this action without
regard to the very basic Concept in which they are being indoctrinated. Where have our democratic principles gone? Without adequate notice, except through tis
Spartan Daily, they demanded
copy of the various constitution,
and yesterday all delinquent organizations became su bjec t to
"prompt action by the court."
If the Council has assumed the
ri:sht of such tactics, then perhaps the International Relations
club is striving -in s-ain to educate
its members that men and organs
rations can achieve cooperate,’
and coordination if thelsasic democratic principles of others ai,
reasonably
Miss Betsy Walli6:
Asi3 25fst
v--
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TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Secord 8 St. John Si,..,,
Sunday 8.00. m Holy Comenuoion
11’00 a en Morning Prayer and Sorer, 6:00 p on Canterbury Club
Supper, Evening, Prager, Program
Wed 7 a on Holy Communion. 272 5 7th
Ater. Howard I. Scholten
Chaplain to Episcopal Student,
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FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
se S. Fifth Street
-00 a m.Morning Services
-At The Master’s Command
7:00 P Christian College Youth
Fellowship
Panel Discussion.
Making Your Religion
Con,,incing"

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
R. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor
Mrle Roark. Pastor’s Assistant
Second & San Antonio Streets
TIMES OF WORSHIP
Sunday, 11:00 cm.. 7:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m. High Collegiate
Dept. of Church School
Wed., 7.30 p.m., Prayer Meeting
College Age Group: "Senior I. Y.--4:15 Sunday evenings. The greee
has wide awake meetings sects Sunday night Out tid speakers are
brought in from time to tire*. A variety of social activities is scheduled
throoghout the school rear. Owe Sunday
month tine group goat to the
Odd Fellows Home to hotel services.
The group also sponsors other activities as the need arises.
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Unique Office
Has Comforts AWOL Montana Draft Board
Of Home Life Agrees to Return to Work
i
i

Ray Hommel, senior commerce major, checks down his list of
available female prospects In the Blue Key directory as Word Kimavailable female prospects in the Blue Kt- N directory as Ward Kimball, junior political science major, tries his luck on the phone. The
two won’t give up alter the first nickel is spent because 3500 other
gals are listed in the directory.
photo by Bill Gilmore

Here’s Another Chance
To Get That Number
By CAL PITTS

By LEN WALLACH
One of the most unique office
arrangements at San Jose State
pa
college is the convened apartment
at 210 S. Seventh street which is
occupied by Miss Doris Linder,i
assistant professor dt education:
Dr. Ebner II. Staffelbach. professor of education; Dr. James E.1
Curtis, associate professor of ed-!
ucatior.. and Dr. William R. Rogers. associate professor of education.
To get to tile apartment you
have to climb a couple of back
fences, cut through- one or more
hedges, and squeeze through a
small door. The front way to the
apartment is gained by walking
through a class room which is in
session, opening another small
door.
In the converted kitchen :,;;:
will find Dr. Staffelbach surroun::ed by a kitchen sink, a coffee po
a desk, several kitchen cabinet,
two steel files, and a small
try. Dr. Staffelbach serves
fee several times during the c1.1.
to other faculty membeTs in
;
building and to any wayward student who passes through.
Down a narrow corridor
en
can find a converted bedroom
flee which is occupied by Al
Linder and Professors Rogers iitp:
Curtis. They too partake in the
daily coffee sessions.
The apartment is one of choke
with the four and they stated
they wouldn’t swap it for ans
office on campus. "After all."
stated Dr. Rogers. "where else in
college do you get room service,’"

I will be issued with the registration booklet next year. When the
student realizes that this card will
be for directory files, he ’might’
take more care in writing his
name, address and Phone number."
These cards will be the personal
property of Blue Key and will facilitate compilation. This will enable the directory to be published
"Since many students didn’t re- earlier in the fall.
alize the directory was on sale in
As it ass Last quarter, over
the Graduate Manager’s office,
7000 names had to be obtaiaed
we are re-opening booths at con- from the tiles in the Dean of
venient locations around the cam- Wornen’s office.
since these
Pus." stated Majersik.
files are for use of the student
"Besides the names of over body, and cannot he removed
6500 students, the addresses and from campus, the Blue Key-ers
nhor.e numbers of all on-campus had to compile the edition at ,
house organizations are listed oni night, sometimes working until ;
two pages at the back of the book. early hours of the morning.
The directory was laid out with
"Very little profit was realized
the convenience of the student in from last year’s sales, and being
mind.
We included everything a service fraternity, Blue Key;
about the student except vital sta- channeled the money back on,
tistics, and those the interested campus, most of it going into the
party will have to find but for Chapel fund drive." said Madsen
himself," the publicity director
"Blue Key is very happy to proemphasized.
vide this service to‘the student The directory first came about but to achieve maximum success
as the brain -child of the Spar- with minimum mistakes will re tan Knights, a local service Or- nuke more careful writing from
ganization. In 1948, the Knights
the students," Madsen concluded.
’went national" and became a
chapter of Blue Key, national
honorars senice fraternity, acBOSTON, Jan. IR -- (UP t
A
cording to Bob Madsen, Blue year ago last night, seven men
Key president and vice-presi- wearing rubber masks invaded the
dent of the Associated student headquarters of Brink’s, Inc., and
Body.
escaped with $1,219.000.
Stating that "too many errorsLast night, burglars entered a
. were made in this year’s edition, joke shop arid escaped with $433
Madsen outlined plans for the and eight rubber masks exactly
next publication.
like those worn by the Brink’s,
"Special mimeographed forms hanOits.
i’he Student Directory, 112
pages of names, addresses and telcohort, numbers, is on sale again
for the benefit of those who
failed to buy the pocket sized
guide book during last quarter,"
Cliff NIajersik, publicity director
fat- Blue Key, said yesterday.

CONRAD. Mont., Jan. 18. - i Hutterites being classilied as eli(up) - The Ponera count y draf tRA
’W for non-combat serviceIlutterite leaders have declared
board which quit in disgust due
against their principles to
to delays in settling the draft’i it
is
fight.
status of two Hutterites. announced today it wa- willing to col
back to work.
Members wrote the Montana
Selective Service director that thet,
would return "under certain resThey
ervations." Director Sper/..cr li
Mitchell said the hoard wanted
ose..will enjoy
"the files on the two Hutteriti:.
accommodations
... returned to us without furthet
at the beautiful new
delay."
The Hutterites. Sam and Jacob
BAYSHORE HIWAY, Just Nortn of
Kleinsasser, have been deferred
301h I E. Santa Clare Sta.
by the hoard for nearly two years.’
One of Sao Jose’s naafi
"The hoard grew tired of waiting!
C’I’ 4-6075
AAA-Approtaid
for a decision on appeals against’
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Butcherweave
classmates

SAME BANDITS?

here’s a blend of rayon and
cotton

fabric. The short jacket. with
rilffed slees es and show trim.

Bogart Signs for Bailie Show
By VIRGINIA MACPHERSON ; 1 fund for Stephen." the beautifui
HOLLYWOOD, Jan. 15. (UP); Miss B. explained. ’Otherwise, Be.
--Twerty years from now a young! gart would never sign up for
gent name of Stephen Bogart’s; radio"
gonna be one of the richest young1
wolves in Hollywood. His ma and:
pa are working overtime to seel
to that.
It took this kind of a gimmick:
to lure Humphrey Bogart into a ;
regulai radio deal. He and Lauren Bacall are hitting the airways:
so Stephen car. hit the highspots:
if he has a mind to.;
in 1971
that is.
Not that he’s exactly undertsciviliged right now. But his tastes
are simple. This curly-haired twoear-old passes up his fire engines and "that panda" for a two hit plastic bottle.
But "Bogie" isn’t counting or.
this to last. One of these days. he!
Popular
Classical
figures, Stephen’s gonna tind aut
about - Cedillas") and swimming
r, a recocl to cut yoa
a’
poolstitnd diamond bracelets.
That’s where the "Bold Venture series comes in.
30 E. ’,41.4 FERNANDO
"Everything we make goes - into,

FERGUSON’S

. spun into a crisp.

linen -like. crease -resistant

red co nasy . 9-1")

8.98

Thi skirt. sill, trauma-ti
ed to mos’. 9-15

Fashion Floe,

YOUNG

CALIFORNIA SHOP

7.48
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Theta Chi’s 13 dream girl candidates will again be feted by the
fraternity this weekend. On the agenda is a buffet dinner at the
.in,pter house tomorro. night.
Emcee for the eiening’s entertainment will be Dick Ganzert.
Kilik) anti Ifcrti Patars1,..14
solos.
The
tap pia$ trump.
...i.statits
lii..iiis
I
to.
rd Cam-,
hairman
lion Si)eaks
I
1,1
f
I.. ,ri.,r,-.1111) 01
Mi. ’,fa, .1.
will cont. ... at 7
p Ir. 111 alterlIdArIci
4111S alali thell
Is
I
St ThOMa, Aquinas C’hurch in
itight’s affair is the, Palo Alto was 1 he setting for the
1,-1
la.f..re the Dream recent weddirg of Winifred Pear 3 all son nnil Mario Paul Honicelli,
,fog trial to be held 1.’0,
lore
count’ y club. The, 1:1:1(iliat4. of San Jose State col resor
I
’,,
0.1.eaS1141 for reveal .1
u"
’on" "1 the ’.n1"tWinifred, given in marriage by
:hei father% chose a gown of cluch4., ivory satin with a cathedral
4111)
,
train. Her fingertip illusion veil
held in place by a Mary Queen
of Scot t
lace headdress and ..he
eat s led a bouquet of white

n,artaii (,1.11(1
Vows
tt Palo Alto

E.v-.

stab

1111(1111 I 011’S

\ elf)elm s Ere

is

Winitrisfs attendants were Mrs.
t lllll gird with itth-. Robert Lee Hoffmann Jr., matron
edding
of honor: Miss Patricia Schendel.
it
,
LI.,
L;eles to herald the; lunitir bridesmaid, ar.d secondary
Jean Patterson and
of I torot hy 1:111, and at tendant
Wing
l Carol I:4A% rley
t rank Horst
Nlario’s best man was Don Bis’I he bride via: recently gradu-I
ed (rum San Jose Stat.. 11 ollege chaff of San Jose. Ushers were
it?) a general elementary teach- Ftichard Bischoff, Robert Bischoff,
credential She was affiliated Kenneth Raemosel and Robert
national cample. sorordy Lee H"lfnlati Jr.
’
A ,caeption was held following
th,.
ta. a rnerta,,q.
the ...Halloo al the Palo Alt,,
...wird while
college
it.oret ts are Mr and Mrs. Michael hoes. of the brick". parents, Mr
The; and Mrs Walter C Pearson.
de, of Ni’, th
, mks EH, att,.tut4.,1 whoi,im!
Following then honeymoon at
f
before entering thisi Palm Springs, the couple returned
to make their home in Palo Alto,
Her new hrisband is also al.: at I,175 Pitman avenue
Winifred attended the Univer, coml. of San Jieze State college
I
’valet-nal all that ion Is Orilt.t sity of Indian., at Bloomington.
, omega Ile .0.11:111 a:, senior where she Mas affiliated with Pi
It.
.
. vice-president and a mem. Beta Phi sirritrit,.. She was gradt1
lllll
(be senior
A prod - uated from the tlniversity of
act ..f Palo Alto school,,. the ben - Washington and has been doing
eat,
is the son id MI and Mrs. graduate work att St:infanta Fni%ersity
th ft cit%
tank I for,t Sr
Mario, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
I
M. B. Bonicelli of San Jose, at Bellarrnine college prepartitory school, Santa Cbra
verso:. and was graduatisi from
San Jose Stale college. He is now
a graduate student at Stanford
Itoli Barren lieeornes the ne
11.141
president 4.1 Alpha Tao
,
1,4;r1,:a when President Inek lin
4111114’r (
zit,. 111,40 4,1. service Hob
,dected atter an irdormal India
t snit anti Saturtla
Jan
7, II
Vette Cornett. daughter of Mr
at Dinah’. Shack
and Mrs. Ilerman Cornett of San
fiirrnal mittatiiin oas
Jose, will marry James R. Bin held Sattintav lllll ring This is
a
Texas. early this
ii.,.
first AP) pledge class on hit it of
Siii ing
campus
1,..1.-r (..
Retie was graduated from San
Edinondanii Riehartl fliAan, Norm Jose high school and attended San
college.
She is n""Peger. Ron Bender, John Atken. ’lose Stat"
employed as a secretary for an
Hank Adams Gerard Haight. Hon
,
stLeette. Tom Itair Rob Moesle. 91. ""PanY in Dallas’
Model tek and Ranh Huller the University of Texas and grad uated with a B.S. degree from
Sul Russ School of Geology. Ile
sort ing with the Army at Fort
I’III
ilond. Texas His parents are Mr
and Mrs. James Itinford of Dallas.
The future bridegnxwn attended

111 i 1111i4S
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DANCE BIDS
FOR EVERY
OCCASION

yampbeti

VICTOR LAMAR

Burgess-kaulbach

FINE PRINTING

Home Delivery... Piping Hot!!

ard-Parr
The engagement of Marge Parr
to Narine I.Vard of Berkeley was
announced recently at a lea given
R.
at the home of Mr. and
J. Parr of Ventura.
Pictures of the engaged
airr
decorated the piano and napkins
passed with the refreshmo.nts bore
the names of the couple.
Marge is affiliated with a national camp-as sorority. She was
English is the modern world’s
most widely read language. Something like three-fourths of all the
letters are written and half the
newspapers printed in English.

aineie Zanietw
I 73 W.
CY 2-8772
Santa Clara

COLLEGE CAMPUS I %still

1411aurant
5 P.M.- I A.M.
3 A.M.
Sat,

s FOR SPRING IN OUR SPORTSWEAR SHOP
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ClotliGs Gaut flrt qalleP9
NOW EXHIBITING PAINTINGS OF R. WINSLOW SPARROW

Native of London, England, Sparrow’s oil paintings include
scenes painted during his visits to Johannesburg, Africa, Ireland, England, Scotland, Canada and the United States.
He has a background of architectural training in England, and

Na
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during his position there as assistant director of British films he

11

developed a keen interest in art. All paintings exhibited have
been done since 1945.
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evening from seven ’NI nine p.m.
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Mr. Sparrow will bo at the Clothes Closet in person this
TI

Scat h street. changed the
I a t us of
men ram pledge to
:..tive last riala. Jan
12,
m a
I,., mai
11111i., fit’’, al the chai,ter
Me 41.
,a11,1
1

111
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D’Avis-Hauerken

Art

Alpha

.2.

tind.,1

()f

,

F.

lion major at San Jose- State
lege. and Bill Burgess annou,
;
their engagement to family
An open house at OCI campus
friends at a holiday gatherlic.,.
residence was the occasion chosen,
Diana later announced her plans
by Rosalie Johnson to announce:
to her sorority sisters by passing
her betrothal to Jack Kelly. Match;
a poem tied to a pink rose and a
hooks bearing the legend, -Rosa-;
box of chocolates.
Iii’ and Jack- were given to the:
Diana is the aughter of Mi.
guests.
and Mrs. H. S. Kaulbach of Oakmarried,
to
be
The couple plan
land. She is the president of
this summer. Rosalie is the daughnational sorority on campus and
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Gladstone A.,
a member of Kappa Delta Pi, honJohnson of Tuolumne. A kinder-I
or fraternity.
garten primary major, she is in!
Burgess is the son of Mr. arid
her senior year at San JUSP State
Mrs. Charles R. Burgess of Alcollege.
bany. He is attending the Uni’Me benedict-elect is the sonl
Jim versity of California at
and
Ilauerken
Marion
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kelly of
engage- where he is. affiliated with Calpl,
San Jose Jack is emp;oyed by ID’Avis announced their
and rela- fraternity.
the telephone company in this ment to their friends
Hives at the home of thebrideDiana and Bill plan a summit
Ielect’s sister. Mrs. Robert Aven. tveddiog.
The future bride is the daughter
I of Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Hauerken.
’She was graduated from Los GatTwo altar -bound Spartans are os High School. attended San Jose
NorKenneth
Claire George and
IState and is now locally employed.
tiwm, whose engagement was re.Jim is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
vealed recer. t ly bv the bride D’Avis. He is a junior
William
elects parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
eipratIon major at San Jose State
C. George of Ventura. ’tat wedgraduated from
calege and
ding date is March 15.
High School. ’
Claire is a senior teach
ta e
No date has been set lot the
mg candidate at San Jose
college where she is affiliated with wedding
a national campus sorority and
Kappa Delta Pi, honorary educational society’. She is also a mem82 SOUTH SECOND
ber of Eta Epsilon, home economDiana Kaulbach, senior educaics society.
Northon is also a student here
and a
mercher of the Industrial
Arts club.
graduated from San Jose State in
June, 1950, and is now teaching in
a Saata Barbara school.
Narine Is the son of ’Mr. and
Mrs. N. F. Ward of Barkeley. He
attended San Jose State for two
years and went on to Stanford
where he is affiliated with Kappa
Sigma.
Narine’s sister, Alicia Ward, is
a student at San Jose State.
The couple have planned a wedding for August.
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Engagements;
(maples
S/MIrl(IIl(maplesTell
Man S winff and Sununer Weddinus
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QUALITY

Nbl

Itruee

’Horne Stoat. RIM!, %Vat nee }trail
It-tibbitt. Bob York Plato Yameks.
nck Johnsott. Mario Annoni and
’,tar sin
.
A slants. was held in honor of
the
initiates the following night
at the Hotel Lyndon In I,41% GRIM I
I rtir haul( ’andltla tett Not
I’,’...
candidates irterested
n teaching in Indian schools
West should contact
the PLicernent offece where infor
tila,ion has been rveeivod.
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then
Si’,’ your Doctor
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SHOP THURSDAY NIGHT ’TIL 9 P.M.
the I’,!,,, eel oak"
Th-tE CLOTHES CLOSET

520 RAMONA AT UNIVERStTY

PALO ALTO
ie.

7:1111111111t1111111111111111111110411111flillS, den insanity, the pool was heated Members are in mourning for Ode,
=
. . Joan
president of AWS the duck, who met an untimely!
S
a national campus sorority, demise Dec. 28. The frat’s first!
E and
.
E was demoted to the office of dish- mascot. Otis, was won by KM!
sasher at Cal lodge . . . Betty Bob Velladso at the Santa Clara ’
E Voho was rushed down to Truckee county fair last fall. Bob took I
By DOTTY JOCZ
with what everyone thought was the duck to his home for a family
a broken leg. Turned out to be Christmas. Otis was glommed onto
i sprain. and Betty is raring to by a dog and hasn’t been seen or
With the commencement of
quarter, smoker season is again! go skiing again, according to those heard of since.
who were there.
on. around campus frat houses.,
Refreshments and games were enSeems_ like it will be a loquatjoyed by 30 new men at the AlThings at the Alpha Tau Omega less spring for members of Pi
pha Tau Omega house last week.! house are rather grey these days. ’Kappa Alpha fraternity. Their
Theta Chis also held a get together the same week, playing
host to 50 members and guests.
Cliff Michaelson, assisted by Rudy
"’,,,,
.
...IL’
San Flippo and Ed Bolan presid,c1
vt"
it- 4 .
over the T Chi affair while .1,,,
Thornley, Bob Custer. and Don
Curry entertained.
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Repairs
"Asiatic evergreen tree, often cul- front windoo and roof
azain
tivated for its fruit" IWebster’s have been made, and all
K A,
Collegiate Dictionary) was remov-’ Nnue and cozy for the
ed this week after being uprooted
7
Also
in
e r
g Storm"
damaged was the chapter house’s
INAH’S
Comp,.
Espensive Bite
Pried
Chicken
"bk. LovhMinneapolis (CE’)
Dinners
haug, 44. was fined 925 after adincluding
mitting he hit his wife on the arm
Dosswhen she threw him out of bed.

95

A new approach to the traditional smoker was presented by
Phi Sigma Kappa Sunday afternoon.
The organization hosted
60 men at an open house, for their
third rush activity of the quarter.
Pledge Chief Joe Ashworth was
in ’charge of refreshments, according to Phi Sig Prexy Coy Staggs.
’
Speaking of smokers. Jackie
EricIc4ou, junior journalism major, a petite and ’..ery feminine
brownette, recently received a bid
from Theta Xi fraternity requesting her company at a smoker held
last night in the chapter house.
Jackie wondered whether or not
it would be cricket to pass the invitation on to Boris Stankrvich,
Spartan Daily staff member. Boris
was listed as Doris on the masthead of the Wednesday Daily.
EA Roper, Spartan Daily weather-man of fall quarter, is wandering around these days with a I
!puzzled expression upon his cherubic countenance. Ed has a problem. From an unrevealed source,
he has acquired six cases of empty
beer cans, and he7can’t bring himself to cooly dispose of them. Ed’s
.problem is to determine a practical utilization for the things. He
is open to suggcstions from all
and sundry.
*
Donner Summit was not the
quietest part of California, last
weekend. when .11,50,..6partans converged there. Cal lodge was home
to 150 senior overnighters. The
San Jose State college ski club!
stayed at Beacon Hill lodge. Ski-1
ing. dancing, and singing were
order of the day.
several
Dick Osborne a n d
friends went tor a midnight swim.
They were not victims of a sad-

Marsh, Coate Add
Nantes to Ett,taged
Another addition to the rapidly
growing list of San Jose State
.college engaged couples are Rosemary .Coate and Rex E. Marsh.
Rosemary’s parents are Mr. and
.111rs. William E. Coate of San
Jose. The future bride was graduated from San Jose High school
and is a member of the Rainbow
Girls.
Rex is a junior student at San
Jose State college and is an ’alumnus of the same high school. His
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
-I! of San Jos,

ITALIAN FOOD
DELICIOUS
ITALIAN DINNERS

Picture Pretty
Straws ...

FeAf.ylnq
HOME-MADE RAVIOLI
Co -re as you a -e.
Week Days $1.40
Sundays & Holidays $1.65
Private Banquet Room

HOT FOOD
TO TAKE OUT

if the hot you have in m’nd is slack
or pastel straw, it’s new . . . as are these
captivating fashions from our now -into
5pring.collection. Picture a prettir:r you
in one of these veil wrapped bonnets
modeled by dream girl candidates VOW(
Mervy, Dorothy Edinger, Nancy Curri.

Raseh. qt. 75,
Spaglsett;. qt. Its
A quart of each feeds sic.

THE ITALIAN
RESTAURANT

$7.98,.

I I 30 A TA .9 PM
175 SAN AUGUSTINE ST.
DOW,13, S
CV 4-5045
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Party

Sr.

This year’s Senior Over? nirzht
uas one of lb.. largest and most
successful Overnights ever held by
a vraduating class from San Jose
Well over two hundred
State
and fifty State stuaents tsenior
and ski club members) flocked to
Donner Summit lot what turned
out to be a very enjoyable joint -

kiitty tryitit the

Everyone.
weekend snow party.
including the ad%isors. Mr. and

Mrs. Milton Lanyon and Mr, and
Mrs Donald Seserens. expressed
approval of the weekend arrangements and the hope that the next
overnight which is scheduled for
some time in March. will be
equally successful

SKIERS!
Get ready for the corning
ski season!
SHOP NOWSAVE
Use Our
Layaway Plan!!!
-.RI
to I 1 Lodge esers
dec. in to help as. /1.1%% n iss thi pair of losely
’stale Herr
orkinK t (I 11131,1. .11 andult hes tor a has
hing skirt’s hooch. ’LIMO meals .1 slat’. is ..re sereill at I al Lodge and
.iti h ’.t IS mole tos the stattletil.
photo Is) I:rost

PARKAS’

59.95
SKI SWEATERS’
1’ J

5.95

:
$

SKI OUTFIT!

-

Lami,snd

siis

21.85
SKI BOOTS’
, .

,
7.95

.4.,

SKI

PANTS’

:2".

nic ...aabaridre
.

^

e

I- navy

$1005.

at.orma? rd

zimmalwaiathoub,.-

Come in and se* our complete ski
department Everything for the beginner. intermediet end gaper. shiers Reasonable pions, too! Export
service on your sins. Binding installation

bassi waging etc !

Open Thursday and Friday
Until 9 p.m.

Pitt l’I’t
is.
I% frnigl

11111111A

FOR RENT

SPORTING GOODS
461 8th St.

OAKLAND

Stweial tha
intrilhi. Ski el
it Cal I.slg. Ii

SKIS

’springs to have
tilts
sunday

SHOES
* BINDINGS
MITTENS

Sand W
TRADING POST

a shot in the an

foetal:0d i.. tfi
class etornotent

EWUIRE SPORT SHOP
W. San

Fn,sedo

CYorr,ss 2

’9

EQUI
.1)%y mixine Nylon

9 BOOTS 13

half-and-half with
Caohmere we have a
sweater every bit

PANTS

"ffir

10

NYLON P
10.95 to I
(7,.PS
rTS

as soft and smooth,
and many times

OMPL!
more durable than

DEPA

an all cashmere
sweater and
at a
very low

SKIS BC
CAI

priced

$1z

C-OR
Ralr,

13.1.0-0

-OR
11,
hill., and thrills tint no broken bone. In t
hin )rar’s St-ttior 0%eritlight although at Hynes nkii1U:
alsta). sin skis. Some member of the San Jo se State
colleze Ski club is pictured attune as he gor
tot,. .1 spill. A minute Inter he Amor from the deep bask
of %hit. powder Natio.
pints by Mono

SPECIALS
ON
SKI CLOTHING

the cenicp4

WHITE STAG
PROFILE
PANTS FROM $11.05
JACKETS FROM $8.95

CLOSEOUT

1/2 OFF
ON JANTZEN
SKI SHIRTS

VIAPPOR1V
S. 1st

C’ 2 47.’11

The soft life of the se
skiers:
getting n free, lift, courtesy of the
san .11Par State Ski club.
photo

t,

Stone

Skiers Attention!

Skid Chains
For Rent
For Sale
Repaired

RI, .1 ..

.

ANTI -FREEZE
TIRE RECAPPING

l’.rh t %rather and scener% greeted the enior class at their
amniat oternight, party at Donn* r 5
1 in the high Sierras. The
overnight is tl&
hightith of enio.r’ class activities to date. Senior
class comment on the trip n as unanimous: ’’Are we ii in’
Special thank is estended ti% class president ’Ed tia.per to 11111
l’aaellhi, Ski club prealde n t i ho arranged for the 1111.C4Pnimoilati.ins
it (’al lodge for the seniors. The Ski club also arranged with Soda
Spring" I., have Inc
4,I all tows for San Jose Slate college students
,linda-. Jan. I I.
photo In Stone

EQUIPMENT

NU WAY
TIRE SERVICE
802 WILLOW (Corner Bird,

SKI

Boots
Poles
Clothing
Bindings
Racks
Accessories

Complete Rental & Repair Service

CY 5-4540

Visit our new Ski Shop

The Bold Look...

SKI

Al Your One-Stop Ski Shop.

et"-!.T
CYpress 5-2939
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)4 drei

66 W. San Ant ono

. . . found in tke Merrill
Jumbo -Jac, an outstanding

9 BOOTS 13.93 and 24.95
9 PANTS 10

t

13 96

.ator

nd w7nd repellant

all -wool jacket.
Dist;nctive plaids.

NYLON PA
10.95 to I ..^.3
9

SOX
TTS

WAXES

\APLETE RENTAL
DEPARTMENT

POLES
BOOTS
CAR RACKS
Also exclusive distributors in
tisis area for Merrill shirts.

GORDON’S
SPORT SHOP

15.50
WILDCAT SPORT SHOP
27 E. MAIN STREET

LOS GATOS

sibling (k m.% Val Lodge’s path. senior, take regretful leave of
h.. sto.a puked
the enonnt Ain..
%% AIM. attrrn....n unshin,
path to begin melting and most of the ..tiolent. using It tided sip In a
photo Is Ernst.
ha pp% pile below
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Spartan Mittmen Register
0411Ditilift 6 Wins, 1 Loss and 1 Draw
Friday, January 19, 1951
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Spartan Athletics

Dully 14,,port on

Martinez, Adltin.. Score Top
nrsitv Tennis Te11111 It, Serve
IN Linesmen at Pri, lbaches

Victories; Scheberies In Upset

Jose Slat.
tonotis squad ha. 1.. .en seol
serte as linesmen %hen
t route
1’ 01 tii
1:, fIfi9,
..
.11 tia SanSunda.. eSetaany,,, Jan
I ’
r.

1.111,94 AI, St., an amateui,
p!ain the first match at 8 f/ r;1
.14e1: Kramer. writ Ida professional
I
will meet little
.,tira. the Equarlorian,
....oh
I
Ir". l,.,4, ( S. pito,
Vorest I i

r :US net
that Ted
yarsity tour
in
c ..
h ii I.

Mrs. Addle holds 14 big edge
cr Moran in
Isr/r current
ross country tour. Miss Moran
still retakes the croon(’ appc..I
slic enjoyed during her amateur
.I..’. tog dajs. Kramer. the big
blond front NIontebelloo. I alit.,
!add. .4 Ng 1.1.1r1. oYer Negbrd
btu All matches hate bee. I
I,,selj contested.
.

,1 1

,

1.

DEBI T
NO Smile) Adkins, sensational
freshman ond Niationnl
made hit
Iii ’hatches will be played , light is tight change
o "liege debut in sparkling fash;
oroas that the troupe ion lust night by o inning a
!%. match. This canvas; unanimous eshitaition bout from
ile-.,1,11
by Clark, as being! Eserett
Mou,4/1
onlej, Cougar PCI
II even more colorful.
Br/
15f1411/, 1./141
and ,iit.tA 13.5-11b. champ.
,inc.I.
th..0
I banipeui
rit14.1111.

441.1%Ir sr (III II..
1)11)1 f. 411411 ( 14.4’ it VI
lit. are:
Keno I, Ilrikort..n. I hod K..I ti a,
I oas I. ’I., lb. k 1:11s..... Joe
ins Ito., l’hclars ..n.1 Itotio slo%or.
I

Pr./11111v

By JIM DOWNS
The Washington State boxing
team boarded a train for its home
state this mornine. a little travel .
weary -not to mention P little
worse for wear.
their poscougain have
, :eceipt for seven defeats
...1W handed them by a
I set app., bunch of Spartan boxers
in the Men’s gym last night before ,
3.500 fans. The official score was ;
6’2 to 1’2 as one SJS victory was
recorded in an exhibition bout
which the Cougars officially won
to forfeit.
Mae Starts Proceedings
The Spartans’ Mac Martinez,
NCAA 125-lb. champ, started the
ball tolling last night in the first
match by winning a unanimous
decision over Jack Melson. threetime Pacific Coast champ.
Alway-s on the move, "Little
Mac- started throwing punches
front the opening bell and never
stopped. He had Melson on the
ropes three times in the first
round as the Cougar was finding
th. going rough.
Nielson landed two Rood punches

Civilians can serve
... in -the
Army
Resew

’

Your loco, United States Army Reserve offers you young men
17 to 14 cmd young women 18 to 14 - many opportunities.
In joining the Enlitted Reservt Corps, you may choose the branch
of service which you desire and for which you are qualified. Vacanties exist in all grades and in all specialties.
You may enlist in the grade held at time of separation from the
Re et’ Lir Army, %%%%%
you h.ive hail active Set% ice for any period
since 16 September 19.4). Men and women without prior service
may enlist in nova "mutts., tuned officer grades provided they possess
tedioical skills.netded in the Folioed Reserve Corps.’I he time for
. let ision IS now!
You will b paid at the rate of one thirtieth of the monthly basic
NY of your grade for eath paid drill period attendiat. Most units are
authorized two paid drill periexls each month,
Mead a retirement annuity in your spare time! Yes, members of
ilie Enlisted Reser% e ( orps mat earn retiretnetat cKeylittl solely thru
Reserve duty training. After .20 sears of satisfactory service in the
Regtaar and Reserve furors, you way hvgie to draw retireneent
benefits at the age of 60.
You’ will have full opportunity to receive promotions to any rank
fivr which %till qualify! Vim may. Also qualify for .ippoititrucrit AS a
t .intniv.ione41 otht

Mae Gets Tropli
From Teammates
It
1 MINI \
Sill.
Mac
IMartio./. ;I.. III ii, i,l tia 125Oh division of collegiate boxers,
awarded a torte ivory trophy
’o’n bouts last night.
’rho’ presentation teas made by
tieinuttate
Taffoli on behalf
folloo looser.. ay restlers and
feta faits oho derided that Litsort of
tle Mac earned s
trophy for %%inning the NCAA
title last year.
It seemed that ivery division
champ was presented a trbpliN
with the exception of the Spartan
champ.
Typical of Martinez’ character
and outlook on life was his brief
speech ot acceptance.
"A lot
more than finances are behind
this trophy I’m thanking God toitieht for my buddies," he sincerely said
Bout Banter
Dee Portal, in nuc opinion, de serve’s some medal for the fairness
and sportsmanship for his attitude
reearding t he selection ot t he
rhos, judge’.
It Is taken for .granted that
the hosting team oil! choose till,.
judges. Rid Portal, in trjing his
utmost to, immure tertliirts free
’-hits n’
fayorit
from "I
alltused %boiling coach Ike Ureter to mask.. the selections.
’fox) ot the )11c1141’S N1.11. fOrMer
Cougar hosing stars With the
other, judge being a former Spar; tr,
,

151 Tnfoya.
1111ANDSU
Spartan 1311-lb. ’loser, V41111 a
popular split decision over Phil
Largent in tho 5.f.1/1111 bout of
lb. night,
I

to the body and head in the second hut the rest of the round belonged to Martinez. The WSC
featherweight started the third
with sharp jabs to the head of
Martioez, but the Spartan came
back strong. lie drove Nielson
into the ropes with a volley of
lefts and rights midway during
the round.
Scheberies Scores Upset
The upset of the night was recorded when Spartan heavyweight
Jack Scheberies decisioned Hubert
Christianson, Pacific Coast Intercollegiate champion.
ScheberieS displayed a sharp
left hook and a walloping right.
II.’ took the first round on aggresiveness and walked off with
the second by landing a series of
sharp hooks and and punishing
rights.

HOORAY!
NOW

You Can Get

QUALITY CLEANING
Within Your Budget

111:1 1 nit instructor
; 55. st Jult.on street, Nan Jose, I
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SAVE -U CLEANERS
I

Do not delay; Send now for more informatom
3110111 the important benefits your local
%rm. Reserve 1 ’nit offers you!

Knowing he was or toe short
end, the desperate Christianson
tried for a knockout in the final
round but couldn’t catch up with
the Spartan. The WSC heavy won
the round on aggressiveness hut
Scheberies already was far ahead
on points and consequently won
...he match
Veteran Al Tafoya won a split
verdict from WSC’s Phil Largeto
in the 130-lb division. Tafoya
moved in on his wild-eyed foe in
all three rounds.
The third round proved to be
one of the most exciting of the
evening. Both boxers stood toe to
toe, neither giving ground. But
Tafoya was too sharp in close
counter-punching well and making
his opponent miss too often.
Brotherly Taboo
In the 165-1h. division, Nick Diet
pulled a repeat family -performance over the Cougars’ Chuck
Morgan, winning a TKO the only
one of the night midway in th..
second round. Nick’s nrother Raul
defeated Morgan last year.
Diez outboxed his foe the first
round and then finished him off in
the second, stopping the Cougar in
his own corner with a hard left to
the body.
Sophomore Bill Mendosa won
the closest match of the night, being awarded a selit decision by thh
judges over WSC’s Ron Chard. It
was a 155-1h. division bout.
Both boxers went after’ eat’)’
other in the third round after
splitting the first two but Men dose got the better of it with hi additional height and reach.
eouears Forfeit
SJS won the 175-lb bout by for.
reit as the Cougars used a fresh; man, Gordy Glad:son. But Darrell
I Dukes to§Add the ()Metal ruling
aside and won a legitimate di cision on his own ability.
In one of the finest display’s of
boxing skills even seen in collegiate circles, t he Spartan-’
Charlie Adkins, National AM
champ, defeated Ev Conley. thi
NCAA titlist. SJS had to forfeti
the match, howeter, because All
kins is a freThman.
Adkins Punches Sharply
Conley didn’t have a chance a
an
time. Adkins simply OVI’l powered him with sharp, clean
punches and a lightning attack.
The 18-year-old youth from Gary.
Ind.. feinted, blocked and parried
with the finesse of a professional.
WSC coach Ike Deeter blinked
his eyes in disbelief as he watched
It
Adkins whip his champion.
looked as though he wanted t.
take a closer look and see if Coach
’ee Portal of the Spartans hadn’t
nun:gird in Ike Williams or Sughl
!lay Robinson.
Later in the evening, Adkina as described by Dreter and Ce,
..iy as: "The best kid I’ve
seen." and, "The h st
..ver met"

l;asketbal[san

"Cleaning within your ’budget"
at SAVE -U -CLEANERS
tit. %%film

1 ’S. ION PIANTs
ottNri 11110
GARMEN
IN sI

Only the new Gray Magic Royal
offers you all these!
Angr-Flere Keys!
Allegic INotgial
"01/;e Typewrilior Kyboard and
Cantrell,
Spied Space.,

HUNTER
Equipment Co.
71 E. San Fernando

CY 4-2091
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Mural Tourney’FrithY.
I"ealni’es Eight cagers
Game-, llondaN
January 19.

9ratikly cpeaking

SPARTAN DAMS*

1951

Play Two
Games at Palace

isketball coaches Everret
a of Stanford university and I
Feerick of Santa Clara unity have been quoted as say "There is no great differin officiating on the east
,t, mid-west and pacific coast

Los Angeles city football centerl
Eight games are on tap for the
from Canoga Park High school.
Workireg on a three-game wini son’s main xxort, is the sharp
opening of the Intramural Basthe
Mike
Sparta is a distinct possibility1 ketball Tourney Monday in the skein, the Spartan cagers v. ill shooting
if he is not In the service next men’s gym, according to Bill Per- stake their claim for the Bay Gaels’ high scorer,
fall. Why? Terry has a sister, ry. intramural director.
one ii t he main attributes of
Area’ s independent college basPlay *ill resume Tuesday and
Charlotte, attending the local ,
the Gaels’ attack is the strong
school and more than one person Wednesday with four and eight ketball supremacy tonight and to-1 bench Coach Tom Foie has acmorrow night in San Francisco’s
in the Physical Education depart- games scheduled respeetiteis.
San
McPherson.
Jose ment is hoping that
Vaft
The schedule tot the meek of Cow Palace when they tailgle cess to. Such stalwart performsisterly in-,
ers as Joe Flores. Dm*. Turner,
s ,te college cage mentor, said fluence will sway Terry Debay Jan. 22:
with University of San Francisco
tit the same thing following to Washington Square.
1Joe Thurston. John Henry JohnMonday: Lovers vs. .Catcutters
arsoat.Mar - college.1son. and Joe I. lahaven are an ex Spartans’ return from their
Debay was twice selected on ’ and Kappa Sigma Kappa vs. Chi
cross-country
hoop
rne
The Raiders already have de- icellent second platoon.
the
All -San
Fernando Valley I Delta Chi, 12:30: Islanders vs:I
league team and also the All -City, Hoopers and Rambling Wrecks vs. feated Santa Clara and if they i
The personable head man of eleven.
. i
victory. this
t
His
line-backing
and Collegiate Christian Fellowship. hoe,ti r double
the local hard*ood horde, de- team leadership sparked the Ca- 7:00: Rambling Roblans vs. Has- *eekensi the x still be the top
scribed the officiating at the noga Park gridders to two league’ Beens and Racqueteers vs. Mirat.ulous Artists, 8:00: Boaers vs. local independent quintet.
Manhattan game at Madison titles and to the All -City.
USE-. the Spartans’ fc,c tonight,
Blue Flames. and The Mice Ns.
square Garden, the Duquesne the past year.
are barely over th.: .500 percenChi Pi Sigma. 9:00.
contest at Pittsburgh, Pa., and
Hartnell Grldder Headed Here
Tuesday: Theta Mu sigma vs. tage mark this season, posting a
the Beloit game contested at
Bob Burton, 195u Ilartnell col- Delta Upsilon and Pi Kappa Al- seven -won, six -lost record.
The
Beloit, Wis.. as being excellent ARTIST
lege football captain, has resigned’ pha vs. Kappa Alpha, 3:30; Del- Dons are paced by deceptive Caphandled by the officials.
SUPPLIES
as ASH president at the Salinas ta Sigma Gamma V%. Delta Sig- py Lavin and deadly Jerry Ifickt,
McPherson said, -If there is
jur.ior college to leave the way mr Phi anti Theta (hi vs. Alpha who plays with a face guard for
Stretcher Brs
an difference in officiating, the clear for his
transfer to San Jose Tau Omega, 4:30.
his broken nose.
taller players in areas east of the State, college.
Cotton Canvas
Ile plans to enwill probably
Woolphett
Phil
LambSigma
Pi
vs.
Wednesday:
Sierras may have more freedom
Linen Canvas
roll at SJS for the spring quarter da Chi Alpha and Sigma Alpha round out his starting Don line-up
with their arms and elbows. Rule and be available for
Easels
Sietch tioias
spring hog - Ep.dlon vs. Phi Sigma Kappa, with Guard Phil Vukisievich. Ceninterpretations are the same evD,ning Board,
hide drills.
.
12:30: Midnight Trotters vs. Fear- ter Pat Boyle. and For*ard Frank
erywhere and we encountered
Burton. a Marine veteran from less Fairies and Newman Club Ns. Sobek.
sound, efficient refereeing in our
The Spartans’ Saturday night
Rogue River, Oregon, was an All- Globe Walkers, 7:00: Rambling
contestR."
enemy, St, Mary’s, has it tis
While on the tour. McPherson Northern California Junior Col- Roblans vs. Sigma Sigma and KapStags, 8:00: mon and five -lost record this
s,ix several college and profes- lege conference center his fresh- pa Sigma Kappa vs.
Spartan Coach Walt
Sigma pi vs. Theta Xi and B007... season.
He
played
Berthed.
man
year
at
He
ions.
attract
hardwood
sional
McPherson fears ltd. height of
9:00.
Mice,
sophomore
ers
vs.
The
only
on
offense
his
the
was
impressed
by
pal ticularly
the Gaels’ Hen Gibson (6-8).
CY 2 1447
Long Island Blackbirds and the year.
Rill kranim (6-6), and George
transIll SOUTH 221D ST
Two
more
junior-college
Sherman
Redmen.
John’s
St
Me Laughlin
MePher(6 - 3).
White, 1...11_7’s 6 ft. -7 in. forward, fer possibilities are Gerald Franand Bob Zawoluk, St. John’s great! cisco. 223-1b. guard from Chaffey
pitotman. are the best he’s seen college, and Ray Willsey. All Eastern conference quarterback
on college courts this year.
The Spartan coach thought Ron from Santa Ana college.
Although general track call was
Francisco made the All -EastBontemps, Beloit’s high scoring
and issued last week. all freshman
forward, and Ray Pecacha. versa- ern conference second team
Francisco, track and field aspirants Ore
tile Duquesne guard, were the is a brother of Clyde
of Cali- urged to sign for the frosh team.
best San Jose encountered on end at the University
Fro.sh Coach Don Bryant said yt-"Pecacha was good fornia at Santa Barbara. Gerald
their tour.
San Jose terday.
on his two-hand set shots from far reportedly has chosen
"We lost so many boys to the
out and his driving underhand to major in criminology.
services that openings are forWillsey is considered dangerlay -ins. "Bontemps was just impost ever available," he said.
possible to guard," McPherson ous from the T-quarterback
-Just because the starting sign
position in the
tailback
the
said.
lor
to run up date was several days ago 1
ability
His
single-wing.
Small Schools Statistics
dangerous split - doesn’t mean that any late -coo.
Beloit college, one of San Jose’s could make him a
era are not welcome or wanted.
quarterback.
T
conquerers, leads the nation’s
Thus far two definite meets
reportedly is
university
Loyola
small schools in scoring according
a replace- hate been scheduled. Opening the
as
him
in
interested
The cagers
to latest statistics.
departed Jack Dwy- 1951 season will be a meet with
from the dairy land state have ment for the
crack safety man. a combined all-star high school
Lions
the
er,
averaged 83.0 points per game for
Willsey also could serve as in- squad from the Santa Clara Val10 contests.
ley Athletic league.
surance for Don Klosterman.
s..attie University of Washington, %tits the only Pacific
Open Thursday ’till 9-00
oast small school in the first
trn.
The
basketball -minded
northssest institution in ranked
sixth nationally with a 78.2 per game average for 15 skirmishes.
Defensively, Omaha is first in
the nation, barely ahead of College of thePacific. The Nebraska
college has limited its opposition
to 18.5 markers per contest. COP
has allowed 14 opponents only
4R6 points per outing.
The University of California at
Sarta Barbara is ranked ninth
Latest Collegiate Styles
among the nation’s small schools
for your selection.
on defense. The Gauchos defensI Vt. average is 50.5 points per skirmish for 13 games.
Who Will Get Him!
Some
America’s
of
branch
armed might, and not San Jose
HALF PRICi
State college or some other coast
HALF PRICE
,,hool. may nab Terry Debay, All-

lose Paint
SanWallpaper
Co
&

Frosh Track Team
Seeks New Faces

Average
Weight

Spectacular

TOPCOAT
SALE

FIT

Regular $59 Coats

Regular $65 Coats

29.50

32.50

49.50 & $59 Coats

$65, $75, $85 Coats

39.00

44.00

MORE
PIPES
just arrived. Now
you cart bsrj imported t,ovirin-wiado) pipes lot 750
and up. Also
wide selection of
dernertic pipes. And if you haven t
tried my BOYCE’S SPECIAL BLEND
tobacco, you have en;ssad the smok;thy %NA of your life 114 rniki ecinuatie but not sweat to Ils taste. and
qoo,fras. Coma in vie) try a sample
Pipes and lighbers repaired her
24-hour soescs .11 Ronson lighter,
done Item.

$95 & $100 Hickey -Freeman TOPCOATS
78.00

xl S FIRST ST
CV 2-11t4;
Where you can buy .4h conf;d.,,c.

The Typical 49c Per Lb.

GRAB BAG* contains
1 Large or
2 Small STEAKS
1 ROAST
1 lb. Hamburger
1 !b. Bacon
1 lb. Sausage
2-3 lbs. Stew Meat
2-3 lbs. Spare Ribs

EASY
PAYMENTS

SAVINGS
OVER 20’4

fledkuld Mee*
Mom met * mere
MA* it Ins rut

*TRADE MARY

400

Pipe & Gift Shop
Jim Mate

10 lbs.

klAG665

akianffiGhts..
WESTERN
’BONI OF Till BUB BAC

79 SOUTH FIRST STREET
FAMOUS FOR GREAT NAMES IN QUALITY SPORTSWEAR
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Blocks From The Campus
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Organizations Must Register Activities
More Hints
On How to Be :
An ’A. Student

Friday January 19, 1951
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INSOMNIA’

By AL LONG
The theory tInat women are enrolled at college for their MRS
pee seems to be substantiated by the Southern California Daily
D,tin. The professor in five "Education for Marriage" course reveals
it "we have many, many women and very few men."
p
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persons. The
in a banist
. .14/4/ burst open and
t.,to
oropet tionnandi’d
?Hit identity l’he library
.. toed to assure the. police
slUtirtilk %ere the
wanted
0.11,111

,
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1%, 1.11.. tia wan "most likely to
eedhyr.the tall
,,t Michigan State col ’s Sttas.I
of flame Economics
was tinily tine Ifs’ was the
111314. in the college’s history
iaduate with a major in horn’
than 200 men
.1
tv.roe et-ofl4o4T1/ s
ii

if,

II

1%4111311J
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lrects Demi
ti ills Tintsittoes
State
:
realiYe htyw fortunate they are Take the case of
John NfacCormick who took office
as the’ dean of the University of
fausgosi; in Scotland recently.
ii,’ ’etas greeted with a barrage
of tiimatoes, tirecrackers,
and
eggs.
11ells mid a trumpet drowned
out the speechtnakanl.
A live
duck was ’,firms!) on the platform
and the president of the student
clamed was hit in the face with a
bag of flour
t usua I "
not at all. This
"approsal" is con.sidered traditional.

War-

the./ ’-is speech
there raised funds threaigh
oiltrititilions ta vie:chase it 114
tirt for Chihli on at a local
I
As a tui’her gesture of
eiodwill, the stud...ill couneil is
g to. 13thr iund,s ti. go. It, s TV -.et to the children
-

1,,Hrti

4.1.11,

All functions held lo campus I pie expected to attend, time and
organizations must be signed in place of function, name of chan
the date hook, according to a bul- man, date of entry, and wheth,
letin in the Dean of Women’s
. the function is open or closed.
Any affair with attendance of
it
date
on
a
priority
To secure
ifteprinted from the Denison
is advisable to sign the book well 200 or more is considered open.
university I Ohio) Denisonian. )
Information which ; Closed functions are those open
I. Bring the professor news- in advance.
paper clippings that deal with his must be registered is the name of ’ only to members and their guests.
number of pee- IwiFthurattnttei
attendance
relegssartdhinagn Tt(Ite.
Demonstrates fiery inter- the organization,
detailsndanc
(’St and gives him timely items to
;date book may be obtained from
mention to the class. If you can’t
GYM OVERSOLD
the Dean of Women’s office in
find clippings dealing with his
Room 119;
F.
ADAMS. Mass. tUP) -The C.
subject. bring in any clippings at
was! School
Junior
High
Plunkett
andom.
He thinks everything
jarred when the slate.building Indeals with his subject.
2. Look alert. Takes notes eag- spector, David Milne, slashed its
irl;. If you look at your watch, gymnasium seating capacity from;
don’t stare at it unbelievingly and
The
900 to 600. Besides losing oneshake it
capacity, the school’
candy & magazines!
3. Sit in front, near him. IAp- third of its
out what to do with
dith A SANTA CLARA
plies only if you intend to stay had to figure
-01: ti k,t sold.
awake.’ If you are going to all the $00 sea
the trouble to make a good impression. you might as well let
him know you are, especially in a
large class.
4. Laugh at his jokes. You can
tell. Ile looks up from his notes
and smiles expectantly when he
Reasonable Prices
has told a joke.
5. Ask for outside reading. You
SPECIAL NOON LUNCHES
don’t have to read it. Just ask.
6. If you must sleep, arrange to
be called at the end of the hour.
--Ladf Cooks
It creates an unfavorable impres780 WILLOW
CYpress 5-9035
sion if the rest of the class has
left you sitting there alone dozing .
7 Nod frequently and murmur
"How true" To you this seems
exaggerated. To him, it’s quite
APP ETIT
objective.
N. Be sure the book yea’ read
6104.01tik
during the lecture looks Tike a
book from the course. If you do
math in psychology class and psychology in math class, match the
books for size and color.
9. Ask any question you think
he can an.swer. (’onversely, avoid
I Mile North of Mt. View
announcing that yoU have found
the answer to a question he could
Row
Seats ’43
not answer, and in your younger
brother’s second grade reader at
Closed Mondays & Tuesdays
that.
10. Call attention to his writing.
Produces an exquisitely pleasant
experience with you. If you know
he has written an article, ask in
class if tia wrote it.
As to whether or not you want
to do some work, in addition to
all this, it is up to the individual.
Dine at our famous dinner house featuring
the sweet music of Valari Valeski
1)P St1111ent C1.011p
at the Hammond organ.

Prexv Chosen

pring
"Costume Jewelry Creations"

C. I

A COMPLETE VARIETY
FOR YOUR SELECTION

4’

!’t

$1.00
01//0,,,:y

1,4
f

-

MOSTELLERS

AND

ERITNDSHIP

A
1,1

Dinners . . .
. . . Banquet Room

liavenly 90144

Alumni Director Joe Juliano has
all the conveniences of home in
his new office.
Juliano’s office was placed in
one of the hou WS on college -owned
Washington
property
cast
of
Square.
The newly opened alumni office.
Merited at 210 S. 7th street, has
as its foyer a kitchen. The kitchen
has been pressed into service to
handle overflow office business
- - -
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at moderate prices.
WE CATER
TO PARTIES AND BANQUETS

2c6
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF JULIAN

Why

ST. ON BAYSHORE HIGHWAY

All The Smiles??
I 25-2

TO(
Mel
dO

e- ,\

THEY’VE JUST HAD A

"CLUB STEAK - - $1.10"
(a la carte)

MR. ANTHONY’S
THE PLACE THAT 5 DIFFERENT"

93 WILLOW STREET

MEET"

FON FOODSATOWEST PRICES

_ PLUS .Z...‘y "STAMPS

1111111111111.111141111111110111111

.M.M.11.=1=1

Your favorite food and drinks

JEWELERS
N.ALUE

tamed in
By
cold air ii
By
of warm,
t
against
do
.ited what

60.14

207 SOUTH FIRST STREET
"MNERE

something
m.:
,Iornigithpre-le.atel
f the Un

Hey, Kids!

kitchen Is Office

"

Yes, Sa

Were all going to Mostellers
to eat good home cooking.

1144.1 Today

4

CoBy

CIRCUS ho,

Dorothy Copriviia, a graduate
French major who is currently
wurkitig 11.I’ her General Secondary credential at
Washington
Square. was elected president of
Iota I telta Phi. French honor society, replacing Delores Rost’, at
I... sou 4 -set think that the a regular meeting last night
heiotor was mole important
Miss Copliviits
the only newe, the teacher when you were ly elected officer.
re Ail)
Ade i
school’ i
A 1 i
. a siren has
Meese(’ psychologist says that during dead week
ieis try "tii asseit their been installed at Purdue university
I,
Rebelling against as the first step toward civilian
With onb six weeks in which
,III,’. their Nolair teachers defense measures on the campus
.
the Arms must not be too to eomplete plans, the DP Stu.
.,1-111 /WW1
133
I
as man to model had Santa Barbara college sends dent committee will meet this Othe school n husload of campus coeds to the ternoon to work on the plans to
211111
11..ii
134
,, ill v lb,. ("I p..rson dime., al tile Seri. lee club *at bring five Student Displaced Perff ’amp Cooke. I.et’s see
20.080 sons to study and work in San
soldiers and 3a girls. Some stag Jose, according to Committee
ha.
Katie Lambert. The
Chairman
recommends: tin’
IpNcii..1",:10
meeting will begin at 3:30 p.m. in
judge a RIMlila
.
Imerestme note A professor at the Student Y.
hosi .. Ii he sweeps the,
.,
Not I iwri...f..ro MoverlotN took a
"Monday evening, several team.
to the
1.ith.
poll 1,1 3IS people and found that will be cantacting livirw organizati
411.11.
it
tit
ter.
t be maim its of t hem thought tions to acquaint them svith the
from tither colleges’ ;Christ ’S -Ser nlim on the Mount- project and enlist their support.Ay:es at SNII slums mdst ;Is onc 0flu’ most interesting Jim Martin, Student Y Executive
Lincoln’s Secretars-, declared yesterday.
of no quizzes sperehy, v. v.’ made
.11113* in (row
0 10
"Gettssburg Adtlress" ran second.
Besides reports from the various
Act or s, actresses, clergymen. committees on their progress,
KITCHEN"
KONG
"HONG
11)41 college professors were named
there probably will he a briefing
’.1 RYES A
most interesting speakers. session for teams who are to con0-4mila
,-ts pet cent of those polled tact the various living groups, he
- etNCH FOR
. went to college had little in- said.
Hee% -- if re 2
-st
speeches "Alter all! how
-We will be very happy to have
c. veal Wed
,i-h can a man take?" was a anyone attend who is interested.**
F SANTA CLARA ST
commelit of a college man Martin declared. "We want it to
Is’ a campus wide project."
47-
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Hot, Cold Running Masses
Collide, Result in Twister
By MEL GAGNON
Yes, San Jose had a tornado all
right.... But why?Why should
something happen here that is
completely foreign to this section
of the United States?
The answer to the query is contained in the word CHANCE.
By CHANCE a large body of
cold air lay over part of the valley. By CHANCE another body
of warm, moist air swept down
against the first mass and created what we experienced- a tor- ,do.

Such are the essentials of a
"twister", as explained by Mr. Arnold E. True, associate professor
of meteorology at San Jose State
college.
In simpler terms. Mr. True said
that the conditions for a real tornado just happened to exist here
last Thursday. He contends that
what probably happened was that
a large mass of cold, dry air lay
on the ground and extended several thousand feet up into the sky.
In the upper regions, the cold atmosphere spread out to form a

shelf or topgue. As this happened,
a strong force of warm moist altswept into the area to collide with
the front of cold air.
Mr. True said that the tornado
was formed after the masses hit.
because the warm air, seeking a
means of escaping the solid wall.
was thrust upward until it hit the
extended tongue.
This path of
travel caused the warm air to be
turned, resulting in a spinning motion.
This action, the SJS professor
said, would naturally be in a horizontal position, hut the usually
known vertical "tavister" shape is
seen as the created whirlpool is
pulled to earth by the force oil

COLD

In the Middle -West, where most
imadoes occur, the formation ac’ :on usually takes place at an aliti
,tde.of
ied
about 60)0 feet, Mr. True

MR
MASS

IAIARM
AIR

MASS

’WARM

)(

Represented above by (A) are
the normal conditions existing
u hen avoid air mass moves into
an toasting warm front area. In
(11) art- shown the conditions
uhich caused last week’s tornado in San Jose.
The "twister was formed uhen

DUNKING PERMITTED’
. . . in your own cup.

DIERKS
371 West San Carlos

Expiration of the action hap- I
pens when the "twister" runs out I
at power -power being the force
!eated by the size, of the warm
jr mass. As soon as the whole
body has passed through the moI bon, the. wind literally "bless’s it .u -11 out.’
- Why. California has not .-xperi-1
enced this unusual type of weather
more often was attributed by this
scientist to the fact that most of
the cold air which sweeps down
from the Pacific Northwest is
heavily laden with moisture. One
essential for the disturbance is
that the air must he dry

COLD
AIR
MASS

ck

AIR
MASS

I

the narm mass %%as caught Unthe anvil -shaped tongna of
the cold air body and thrust
into a spinning motion. The cold
air, trying to descend to ground
level, clashes with the u arm air,
setting up strong. t urbulent
winds. The lofty. cold air tongue
rarely is found in Fatah. Coast
...weather.
The Ma) tallest mountain peaks
in Tennessee and North Carolina.
Mitcbell and Clingman, were
discovered by a Yankee Minister’s
Ison and a Confederate general.
_

Students who wish to become
professional authors may compete
for the Dodd, Mead Intercollegiate
Literary Fellowship, according to
a bulletin in the English department.
The fellowship, offered to students in American and Canadian
colleges, is designed to give undergraduates faculty advice while
writing a novel
Fellowships are awarded on the
basis of promise shown in the project submitted and does not require
a completed Manuscript.
To qualify for the competition.
-tidents must have been regularly
:Ironed at least two years in an
’tmerican or Canadian college or
:niversity

Dry Cleaners

I

to our regular service,
we are now offering

Scotch Service
Suits and
Dresses

89c

Sereatnrs, Slorts 490
and Trousers

CYpress 2-1052

25 - 29 S. THIRD STREET

1 OOTSIE POO, Myrtle doesn’t know I’m out
Meet you at our favorite place, Ducky.

PEI",

-Known for Good Food"
17 East Santa Clara Street

MAC
HAS

MOVED

Drop by and see us in the new place.

18 South 8th St.
CYpress 3.454

00,e,RACI G f-Q411pMENT C.
croiftwo

eetings
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AND ANNOUNCEMENTs

Classifled ads sno,.id be Placed a,
the Graduate Manager’s obice. Room
16. Ads trust contain as least 15
words, payable in advance. Charge
is three cents word.
FOR RENT
2 -room furnished apt. Kitchen
refrig. Close to college. Adults
550. Also large twin bedroom. OK
,
S. Third street
Room: kitchen privileges, 2 or 3
m,n or student couple; piano,
phone, parking. CY 3-1938. 426 S
Seventh street.
Room and board, male students
$55 or board only. 498 S. 11th
street. CY 3-9750.
Board and Room for girls: 551
E. St. James street, CY 4-2244.
Men: kitchen privileges- -large
rooms $20. Half block from school
Call after 5 p.m. CY 4-5449. 357
S. Sixth street
Room for I man. Twin bed.
Linens furnished. $5 per week
278 N. Ninth street. CY 3-5953
Men: Room and board, three
meals, five days $50 monthly Al-rust on campus. 67 S. Fifth street
I’ 5-5661.

Tuest4a,y

Beta Beta Beta: Meet in S14,;
Wednesday at 12:30 p.m.
Alpha Eta Sigma: Sign up tw
La Torre photos today or NIon/L
in Mr. Kelley’s office.
Seeker,
Met h

Meet at the First
31,’
arch 5117141:i.. it

Complete
BRAKE RELINE
MATERIAL
and

12’

LABOR

K ARNES
CY 4-2974

375 Willow

SPECIAL SERVICE
For College Students

"In One Day, Out The Nest"
Try Our

Pick-up and
Delivery Service

II Vander
(Ian en
"House of Personal Ser"ice

PHPNE CYpress 5-8763
12th AT EAST SANTA CLARA

cpaPtatt chow clate
DOWNTOWN -

CALIFORNIA ’455.

CY 3-7007
1st St.

Richard Widmark
. THE HALLS OF MONTEZUMA
’ Baedi+ Queen

UDIOs.lst

at SacnySa2Alv-61/7clo:.

id in -BRANDED
Jo Kirkwood Jr., James Gleason
loo Retook,’ in The Squared Circle-

JOSE

64 S. 2nd St.

CY 5.9893
Lie Leeds
"DEVIL’S WEED
Abe, Selectee! Shorts

263 S. 1st St.
CY 3-1953

STATE

Lean, Petkrie, Palricia Neal,
Itiab Roman in "THREE SECRETS’
Also "Whore Danger Li...,

57N. !st St.
CY 5-997’t

CREST

Audi* Murphy Il an Dottiavy
KANSAS RAIDERS’
Ak.It. KAI., Who SNiied N. VG-.

GAy

400S, 1st St.
CY 4-0083

_ VESTRETCAHls: in Toc..- co’o,
1.11 Se Yours-

-

145 S. lit 5..
CY 3-3353

PADRE

Clifton Webb
FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE
/Vic C0.11.?" Fair

ENJOY BETTER MOVIES
by selecting your evening’s
entertainment from the
DAILY’S THEATRE LISTINGS

NEIGHBORHOOD

GARDEN

WillosaGlaa
A".
I t" Lin"In
CY 3-9116,1
Jimmy Durant.. Donald O’Connor
"THE MILKMAN"
Also -Lady Without A Pettoort

TOWNE

The Alameda at Hester

CY 3-3616

John Payne, Maureen O’Hara
-TRIPOLIAlso "In A Lonely Place"

MAYFAIR

2fith &E. Sam. Clara

CY 341405
Douglas

Jam

-THE GLASS MENAGERIE"
A ,

. SocrittS..

SANTA CLARA

954 Franklin
Sante Cle
AX 6-4s0SC

Robert Meschurs
WHERE DANGER LIVES Also -Dial 1119-

-DRIVE -IN -

El. RANCHO

FOR SALE
Al.naf(724C4lZ
1925 Ford DeLuxe coupe. Good
Jalapa Cana.,
’inning order. $45. 80 Hamline
"TWO
FLAGS
SE
W
treat. CY 5-2245 after 530 p .m"T
Also "The Lady Laws A Cha.
Special Sale: 100 per cent wool
kirts. sizes 24 to 32, $5.95. Half
prtee on dressy and cotton dresses
si+y on laysho..
.,aits, sizes 14 to 16, $39.95. Pure
DA 2-6130
ilk blouses. $695, and shirt Rotsald Colman. ’Charnpaiqn ,or Caesar
’,louses, $1.98. Rene Dress shop.
Also -Anions
163 S. Second street (above laun-

PA1.0 ALTO 1/2 "

rierette).

San Jose State college’s C .eert band will give its tirst C.
I cert of the %sinter quarter on Feb.
20. according to Mr Ronert 1.
!Olson, assistant professor of mu -aand hand director.
The 65-number hand now is in
rehearsal for the concert. Mr
son said yesterday.
Mr. Olson said that this will
the first of two on -campus appearThee
ances of the organizatian
out..44.tow performances before
the end of the scar are on t. e
band’s schedul

Students. Faculty- and Employees: Today is the last day to sign
for immunization and pay 75-cent
fee at the Graduate Manager’s
office.
Student Court: Meet in the Student Union today at 115 p.m.
IRC: .Meet in Student Union
Sydney
VednesdaY at 7130
Hillyard will speak on -England
Today".
Canterbury: Meet at the Trioity church Sunday at 6 p.m. Dr.
Reitzel will talk on "Christianity p.m. Cabinet meeting at 4.30 p
Don’t forget 7 a.m.
and Art".
Communions each Wednesday at
Lutheran Students Assoc,: Mc-,
the Student Y.
al the Graet Lutheran chuets
Sundas ’at 5:45 p.m. for dine r
Tau Delta: Meet in the 10Wet
Rogers w ii
and meeting
16
11 13( I a In_
speak
EntonsologY Club: Meet at 1:30
Kappa sigma Kappa: Meet
p.m.
foe leetion..
da2. at 3.30 p m in Studsnt
Dec’ itar
ion
commit I
AN ’S:
Engineering society : Met .t
meet today at 12:30 p.m.
Stud. tit Coco’ tona:lit at
D.P. student Comndttee: Meet pm. for smoker
at 3:3n p.m. today at tae Student
I.
All interested students and
faculty invited to attend.
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SPARTAN DAII.V

I SJS Concert Band
To Perform Here

Novelists Vie
For Fellowship

der

l’elefen Itle4t

Friday. January 19. 1951

A.S.S.

40c

SJ. DRIVE-IN

13th & Gish Rd
CV. 1-5005

s- D.o.ak
-THE RETURN OF JESSE JAMES
"Cereein Call at Cockles Creek

the BEST Movies
are listed in the
SPARTAN DAiLY

Friday. January 19, 1951

%PASTA\ DAILY

Court to Settle Junior
)i I ice Tie on Tuesday

1Buzz Bombs,
Jets to Zoom
In Auditorium

Additional Courses Students Planning
Enlarge Program To Take PE 106
Soren new extension courses May Pre-Regiser

an’ in the organization process
Dr. Irene Palmer. head of the
and eight have beer, added since
Christmas to the college extension Women’s P.E. department, asks
buzz
and
,
-planes
jet
Model
program, according to Dr. Harry that all students planning to reg.John Moeller or Beth Calvin?: at 71’45 p.m. in the StudeLt Union bombs zooming the length of the
Jansen, coordinator of extension
T.
miniature
and
a
auditorium,
ister in P.E. 106 (elementary
Tta matter was to have been
ss ill be up to the Student
courses.
spark
will
operation,
engine
in
settled at a council- meeting two
school physical education) spring
Cooricil to determine which one
of
"Preview
Motors
dass ago, hut neither candidate the General
Dr. Jan.. n stated that the new quarter, report to the office ot
v,111 he The new junior cla.sit reppolled the two-thirds vote rwees- Progress" in the Morris Dailey courses ale being conducted in
’Me
resentative or the council.
the Women’s *In before Jan. 26.
p.m..
12:30
at
Jan.
30
auditorium.
sary for appointment.
physical education, sociology, psyI ins.. for decision is nest Tuesday
Students will be pre -registered
Moeller. an industrial arts ma- according to (liairman Harlow chology. art, natural science, visjor, is a member of the Mlle Key I Hewitt of the San Jose State col - ual aids. and education.
in one of the three lab section.,
society.
and has been active in inter -ft-a -I lege Engineering
to be offered at 10:30 a.m., 11:30
The show is under the joint ternity council and class affairs !
am and 1:30 p.m. daily.
sponsorship of the San Jose Engi- _
Jose,
is
San
town
His
hotne
MN
9 ri
is a former- member of ricers’ club and the San Jose State
AdSpartan Spears and currently is college Engineering society.
’mission is tree.
machairman.
Prom
She
is
Junior
...or alio/feu, does that
is open
joring in interior decorating and! The presentation, which
0.55
I sty usually hoiu
to the public...tail’ be staged
is a teiderrt of Daly City.
’im.7ot .. 7 30 o’ckick in the
Spaghetti
mediately after a luncheon for the
.
I the society vial get
Engineers club sponsored by
and
85c and
the only smoker of /I
11tigineering society, according t.
tl
I.. w hich sstnien may
Pizza
Open from ii AM.
.I
1.
"Previews" representatives, Alto 1 A.M.
Carlson.1
Del
,
II,
bert Hagman and
vsulent
Piu prepared
Cloud on
-propulsion
jet
will demonstrate
.011that the af
to tak out.
San JOS/. State college will! with a miniature jet engine in!
.1 1.- open I44 ill engineerstage.:
fOr)-1.0teh
author in the actual operation on the
is
. of. arid their guests
FINE ITALIAN FOODS
1,
.51114am Ii %%licher szl the child literat Ur.’ field teaching in They claim that the biast from!
292 SOUTH MARKET
ere &pat trnent will the IfeTil Summer Session, accord- the engine’s high-pressure flame
1,,
vath,t inv. on Korea ing to Dr lta:,itiond 31 Mosher, will create a roar sufficient to fill;
Followthe entire auditorium.
,,.1
oris
Vateher, dean of Summer Session,
Miss Itoris Cates I fall. author’ ing this, models of a jet-proplled!
arid WhO was
:rich
1,.4.0;tral
officer an - of six children’s novels, will teach! pursuit plane and a buzz -bomb,
del Admiral Chester !Smut Mar - three courses in child literature will be driven the length of the!
hall, propelled by tiny, but pow -1
me the war, worked for the Joint , this summer.
Miss Hall. %ho write, under erful jets of compr4,-41 as,
1
Choi. of Stall last year
Reduced
Reduced
lIst restiments .A ill 1’0114 A% I o I the name of Doris Gates, is a former SJS librarian. She worked
speech said Seoftone
1,04 -la
$2.50 to $1.25
$1.50 to 75c
lin the college library under Miss
$350 ho $1.75
$2.00 to $1.00
!Men Bullock, head librarian in

jot

Il’omen to Attend
taluineers Nm4)ker ramn

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO

Dinners
up

Iv Jour
Stlittrisci- Stall

SPECTACULAR NECKTIE SALE
ALL TIES

ecn I rto Iiins

the Education Reading room.
hook.
-Sarah’s
Miss
Hall’s
55:5,111NtatiN, Jan 17 41:P)
is concein4.1 with the Santa
A tall to give identification but- Idea’’,
tons to 4-1.-s was introduced in 1’lara valley.
it.. th.tt
r,dti:. to Rep. John A
IDENTIFIES III EAR
titti(’ky.
Two
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (Ult)
Wind broom salesmen were working opposite sides il the street
elan one caught the other’s familiar tapping sound Ile shouted
across and the two carried on a
tlit’Prmat ion.

i:111111/1.S if)

TIME TO EMMA TIMM
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (UP) -A. V.
Anson of G(enada. Miss., checked
his viatch the other day and derided it via.. time to get it repaired
It had lost 30 seconds in
two yeacs

SOMETHING
TO SHOUT
ABOUT

Billing’s
Potato Donuts
GLAZED
PLAIN

WC..ARID
MAPtF BARS

‘,pecial D;st taunt to Organizations
r.t9i/ N

Ink St

CY 24)94

SJS Radio Show
Thr,e San Jose State college
students take to the air tomorii
row without leaving the ground!
The trio of John Pjottj, Edl
Diekinson and Ed Hayden will’
share microphone duties on local
Station KSJO on "Spartan Re-1
view", 15 minutes of news and
chatter about the college.
The Spartan broadcasters are.
radio and speech majors and arc
undertaking the show during winter quarter as an activity project]
of Speech 190.
"Plenty- of laughs and campus
gossip will be featured on our.
Saturday shows," assured Piotti
"We will attempt to give all tht
inside information on San Jose
State college doings and supply al
few gags on the side."

SPARTAN DAILY
San Jose State College
Entered as second class matter April
24 1914, at San Jose. Californi& under
, the act of March ). 1879.
: Full leased wire service of United Press.
Press of the Globe Printing Company,
sanction of the mid1445 S. First St., San Jose. Calrfornia.
Mrnber, Californ.a Nwspaper Publ,sh. winter quarter election dates was
er A:soci.stion.
given Tuesday by the Student

Election Coming
( ’4.1111(11.

Bid, 1)01) . . .
Ill’ItaIlls14)
lake Me in the
,IstaI 1,.

Oirrztai (irreamerv

ro he contested are five coonlisyts and class offices.
Nomination assembly will he
,iirsdas, Feb. I.
ri freshmen. ism’ so phomore,
junior and ore. senior reprentatise %sill be elected to counposts.
I andidates must be nominated
,rn the floor at the nomination
-embly Feb. I.

’HMI’S (1

,Sr

EVERY FfUDAY & SATURDAY NI6i4T
IN ’NE NEW ROSE. ROOM AT

lc

s

-STUDIO CLUB polo alto

NO MINIMUM-

No COVER

s 8202 AWnte0s tn 0

Otto

_Apaif

CY 48768

LA

At the Clock

Open at
4 P.M.

find
Ray

CYpress 3-7789

Icy
protus

.5 644,to
RESTAURANT
ORIENTAL FOOD
AT ITS FINEST
Dinner for 2 or 3. $2.50
221 E. JACKSON ST.

but

cri
mc.
UPSTAIRS

.111t1

are prone to do. de
(airman’s prize rolled from the
Daily trophy CtielP, and spread
It’s content% of three -months’
brewing on the Dolly floor.

Iti
lf;14-’
his

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students
Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
- Lve Pay,f-nt PlAn -CORONA - UNDERWOOD - ROYAL - REMINGTON
to. 1900
Free Parking Next Door
24 S. 2nd St., CYpress 3-6383

McINTYRE’S

Y( )I5( .’on!

111,11161r odor
emanated In
Barracks 93
Monday afternoon.
It slithered through the transom. ored under the door and
pounded at closed n
Spartan Daily reporters leaped
I., their feet and attempted to
triter. it doon. The neighboring police school 411114.41 out
bloodhound..
The snooping pitratiern finally
ourre
found t
(hi’ my(itcrs.
An egg. smashed and
smelling, cosered the floor behind the I ailed Press teletype
in the Daily oilier.
The old -tinier% ii round the
office kness the oriein of the
Mobsesi sir irunnitn, Ex.
.41g.
change editor during the fall
revels ed it a a.
11111111rt Cr,
hiil
token
Fifth-plave finish In
the lamed riirkey ’Trot of last
1,illro
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NEW

HOURS

MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
OPEN I I A.M. to 2 P.M. & 5 P.M. to 12 Midnite
FRIDAYS 11 .A.M. to 2 P.M. & 5 P.M. to I A.M.
SATURDAYS I I A.M. to 2 P.M. & 5 P.M. to 3 A.M.

. . . Closed Sundays . .
Barbecued thief 81.25
Barbecued Ham $1.25
Barbecued Fish $100
8,34,r:tied Fceir Spare Ribs $I 4:
Barboceed N.Y. Cut Salida 1. English Lamb Chops
BARBECUED SANDWICHES
Barbecued Beans I5c
Beef 40c
Bar[.,ecued Potato [Cc
Ham 42c
C5I I Beans 30c

McINTYRE’S
B-AREECUE

15 So, I 1th St. (Just around
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